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True Confessions Of An Escort: Volume 1
Dave meets a new girlfriend Susan, of whom he finds out was working as a part time Escort. When Dave confronted her, she then gives up visiting clients but is offered the chance to take over the agency as her boss was retiring and moving down to Devon. Dave and Susan take over the agency and this story is about how it all happened, the working girls and what they
had to do. This is true story and only the names have been changed to protect all the people involved. Excerpt from Chapter 3 - Some of the girls. Sharon lived in a beautiful big house in Surrey, a real stunner with long blond hair, she looked like Purdy in the Avengers TV series, if you can remember that far back. Recently divorced with two lovely children running
around in the garden. We sat there drinking tea from her expensive china tea set in the kitchen, discussing all kinds of things as if her escort work was completely normal. She was obviously quite well off and enjoyed escorting to supplement her income. If you ever met Sharon, you would never believe she was working as an escort. I used to find it really interesting
meeting the girls and collecting our fees. Sharon was one of the original girls and regularly paid us £200 - 300 in weekly agency fees. I remember once when she refused to go and see a client. He had specifically asked to see her again but she told us, he was a young guy in his early thirties and very strong, like a muscle builder. She was mid 40's and beautiful. Anyway,
he apparently fucked her for hours and she told us he wouldn't let her go home. He was like an animal, fucking without cumming for over an hour. Then forcing her to do anal and sucking his cock. She told me she was crying because she was so sore and he wouldn't stop. He apparently really enjoyed hurting her and forcing his cock down her throat making her choke
and gag. The poor girl was sobbing her heart out while telling me what he did to her. On top of all that, he still only paid her for an hour when it should have been three hours. We eventually found him another girl that day, and did warn her what he was like, but after her telling us a similar story after she saw him, I had to tell him that our girls were refusing to meet him
and if he called us again, we would not be able help him. He got all abusive and told us there was nothing we could do as the girls were all slags and prostitutes and we could all fuck off... Strictly 18 + Adults only - 5900 words About Dante x "The best writing is raw and personal. Readers want real stories from real people." Quote from Stephen King. Dante also writes
raw and personal stories about real people, Husband and Wife sharing, Wife watching, BDSM, Cuckold, Swinger and Fetish clubs, Dogging, Asian wives, Ladyboys and many other fetishes... www.DantesErotica.uk
Part tell-all, part cautionary tale, this emotionally charged memoir from a former video vixen nicknamed 'Superhead' goes beyond the glamour of celebrity to reveal the inner workings of the hip-hop dancer industry—from the physical and emotional abuse that's rampant in the industry, and which marked her own life—to the excessive use of drugs, sex and bling. Once
the sought-after video girl, this sexy siren has helped multi-platinum artists, such as Jay-Z, R. Kelly and LL Cool J, sell millions of albums with her sensual dancing. In a word, Karrine was H-O-T. So hot that she made as much as $2500 a day in videos and was selected by well-known film director F. Gary Gray to co-star in his film, A Man Apart, starring Vin Diesel. But the
film and music video sets, swanky Hollywood and New York restaurants and trysts with the celebrities featured in the pages of People and In Touch magazines only touches the surface of Karrine Steffans' life. Her journey is filled with physical abuse, rape, drug and alcohol abuse, homelessness and single motherhood—all by the age of 26. By sharing her story,
Steffans hopes to shed light on an otherwise romanticised industry and help young women avoid the same pitfalls she encountered. If they're already in danger, she hopes to inspire them to find a way to dig themselves out of what she knows first-hand to be a cycle of hopelessness and despair.
TEN THOUSAND MEN AND COUNTING. If it were a work of fiction it'd be astonishing enough, however, contemplate if you will, that what you will read is based on a true story and you will discover the true magnificence of this title. This hot new title of 2014 is raising eyebrows. Not only for the sometimes raunchy subject matter, but also for the unexpectedly emotional
journey it takes the reader on. It's hot, it's very much controversial, it's an enthralling read and importantly, it's tasteful. In penning this book, Gwyneth Montenegro has shared a heartfelt tale that will have women, the world over, laughing one moment and crying the next as they become enthralled in her challenging and often salacious lifestyle. If you like a fast paced
story. A true rags to riches tale of overcoming adversity then we'd encourage you to read 10,000 Men and Counting. www.10000menandcounting.com Official Twitter addresses: @gwyneth10000 - @10kmencounting
Dave meets a new girlfriend Susan, of whom he finds out was working as a part time Escort. When Dave confronted her, she then gives up visiting clients but is offered the chance to take over the agency as her boss was retiring and moving down to Devon. Dave and Susan take over the agency and this story is about how it all happened, the working girls and what they
had to do. This is true story and only the names have been changed to protect all the people involved. Strictly 18 + Adults only – 5900 words
Hilarious Confessions of a Male Escort in London. a Real Story.
Living in Sin
A True Story
10,000 Men and Counting
The Confessions of a Retired Male Escort, and the Struggle to Move Forward in the Real World
A Novel

First published in 1987, New York Times bestseller, I’m With The Band has been reprinted throughout the years, all over the world. This is the stylish, exuberant and sweetly innocent tale of one of the most famous groupies of the 1960s and 70s. Beginning with Pamela Des Barres’ early obsession with Elvis, her own Beatlemania madness, and
her fierce determination to meet the musicians who rocked her world, I’m With The Band illuminates the glory days of scintillating encounters with musical gods including Jim Morrison, Jimi Hendrix, Mick Jagger and Keith Moon. A girl just wanting to have fun, Des Barres immersed herself in the drugs, danger and ecstasy of the freewheeling
1960s. As a member of The GTOs (Girls Together Outrageously), an all-female group masterminded by Frank Zappa, Des Barres was in the thick of the most revolutionary renaissance in the history of modern popular music. She travelled with Led Zeppelin; lived in sin with Don Johnson; turned down a date with Elvis Presley; and was close
friends with Robert Plant, Gram Parsons and Ray Davies. She had affairs with Mick Jagger, Jimmy Page, Keith Moon, Waylon Jennings, Chris Hillman, Noel Redding, and Jim Morrison, among others. A woman in possession of her own destiny, Des Barres blazed a trail for women’s life-writing, standing up for female voices and experience
everywhere. From original diaries, told with great warmth, chutzpah and joie de vivre, this is a frank memoir that wears its heart on its sleeve, and recalls one of rock ’n’ roll’s most thrilling eras. This edition contains new material from the author, including her response to the vitriolic shaming of groupies, and a foreword by Roisin O’Connor,
rock journalist and music correspondent for the Independent.
This is a story told through the eyes of an ex-male escort, Jay Beau Andrews, now in his Thirties, reflects on his extraordinary life constructing an identity from surviving abuse from his stepfather, delving into a world of indulgence, then hits rock bottom as his desirability is diminishing. The life of a male escort has a very short self-life and
unfortunately his time is up, so now he is alone and terrified. Whilst a maturing Jay is trying to make a new life in the real world of '9 to 5' he becomes the target to cruel bullying and discrimination at both work and home. This leads to being forced to move from one rented premises to another due to harassment about his history. Overall this
dramatic story discovers why he masked the emotional pain through an era of chasing addictive admiration, yet now struggles to escape his past which has branded him for life. Jay reveals all the details about his life, understanding his bisexuality, and tries to make sense of the decisions he has made. Jay speaks candidly about what really
went on behind doors as an exclusive insight about how he dealt with being secretly abused as a child, becoming a 'party boy' in his twenties with the looks and body to die for, his rendezvous and encounters, as well as near death experiences. In present day, Jay is now the target of bullying and discrimination due to his past. But what he
also reveals is if working in the world's oldest profession is all that is cracked to be. The truth will be told through the point of view of Jay and he does not hold back. Strap yourself into a journey of an ordinary Aussie bloke with a not-so-ordinary life and the damage done. Was it all worth the race that was run, and the unexpected twisted final
outcome?Cover image courtesy of: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/, accessed 30th July. 2016
In 1940s Los Angeles, an unidentified murder victim is found bisected in a shadowy lot. A catchy nickname is given her in jest—"The Virgin Tramp"—and suddenly a "nice little homicide that would have drifted off the front pages in a couple of days" becomes a storm center. Two brothers, Tom and Des Spellacy, are at the heart of this powerful
novel of Irish-Catholic life in Southern California just after World War II. Played in the film version by Robert Duvall and Robert De Niro respectively, Tom is a homicide detective and Des is a priest on the rise within the Church. The murder investigation provides the background against which are played the ever changing loyalties of the two
brothers. Theirs is a world of favors and fixes, power and promises, inhabited by priests and pimps, cops and contractors, boxers and jockeys and lesbian fight promoters and lawyers who know how to put the fix in. A fast-paced and often hilarious classic of contemporary fiction, True Confessions is about a crime that has no solutions, only
victims. More important, it is about the complex relationship between Tom and Des Spellacy, each tainted with the guilt and hostility that separate brothers.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD FINALIST NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY MICHIKO KAKUTANI, THE NEW YORK TIMES • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY TIME NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY MORE THAN
45 PUBLICATIONS, INCLUDING The New York Times Book Review • The Washington Post • NPR • The New Yorker • San Francisco Chronicle • The Economist • The Atlantic • Newsday • Salon • St. Louis Post-Dispatch • The Guardian • Esquire (UK) • GQ (UK) Little Failure is the all too true story of an immigrant family betting its future on
America, as told by a lifelong misfit who finally finds a place for himself in the world through books and words. In 1979, a little boy dragging a ginormous fur hat and an overcoat made from the skin of some Soviet woodland creature steps off the plane at New York’s JFK International Airport and into his new American life. His troubles are just
beginning. For the former Igor Shteyngart, coming to the United States from the Soviet Union is like stumbling off a monochromatic cliff and landing in a pool of Technicolor. Careening between his Soviet home life and his American aspirations, he finds himself living in two contradictory worlds, wishing for a real home in one. He becomes so
strange to his parents that his mother stops bickering with his father long enough to coin the phrase failurchka—“little failure”—which she applies to her once-promising son. With affection. Mostly. From the terrors of Hebrew School to a crash course in first love to a return visit to the homeland that is no longer home, Gary Shteyngart has
crafted a ruthlessly brave and funny memoir of searching for every kind of love—family, romantic, and of the self. BONUS: This edition includes a reading group guide. Praise for Little Failure “Hilarious and moving . . . The army of readers who love Gary Shteyngart is about to get bigger.”—The New York Times Book Review “A memoir for the
ages . . . brilliant and unflinching.”—Mary Karr “Dazzling . . . a rich, nuanced memoir . . . It’s an immigrant story, a coming-of-age story, a becoming-a-writer story, and a becoming-a-mensch story, and in all these ways it is, unambivalently, a success.”—Meg Wolitzer, NPR “Literary gold . . . [a] bruisingly funny memoir.”—Vogue “A giant
success.”—Entertainment Weekly
I'm With the Band: Confessions of a Groupie
Full Service
Some Girls
Whatever She Wants
Secret Confessions of a High-Priced Call Girl
Confessions of a Working Girl

A firsthand account of how public officials and other well-connected individuals have been compromised or blackmailed by their sexual improprieties, Confessions of a D.C. Madame relates the author’s time running the largest gay escort service in Washington, DC, and his interactions with VIPs from
government, business, and the media who solicited the escorts he employed. The book details the federal government’s pernicious campaign waged against the author to ensure his silence and how he withstood relentless, fabricated attacks by the government, which included incarceration rooted in trumped
up charges and outright lies. This fascinating and shocking facet of government malfeasance reveals the integral role blackmail plays in American politics and the unbelievable lengths the government perpetrates to silence those in the know.
Jace Jamison is every woman's fantasy. He's a mysterious businessman willing to sweep you off your feet, a tattooed bad boy from the wrong side of the tracks, and a sexy friend you want to take that next step with. Jace is everything and anything you want him to be. He's a highly paid escort. But nobody
knows who Jace really is; the man whose dad abandoned him, whose brother was killed, and who had to take care of his mom at a young age. At the age of nineteen, he was living in Sin City, ready for a life away from stress and struggle. Adrienne has been having a sexual drought since she broke up with her
boyfriend. Even then she wasn't getting fully satisfied. Being an event planner, she's constantly working at numerous events. Several times she's seen a man she can only refer to as the God-like creature at her work functions. He's devastatingly handsome, tall, and has beautiful eyes, but he's always with a
different woman. The last thing she needs is another player in her life. After a few chance encounters with Jace, her best friend convinces her to just get some good sex out of him and not worry about who she's seen him with. But what happens when she finds out that he isn't dating these women because he
wants to, but because he's paid to? Keeping his job a secret from Adrienne seems easy at first, but when she begins meeting people he knows in his escort life, and they begin getting closer, he knows he has to tell her before someone else does. When their worlds entwine, and confessions are made, will they
be able to work through it? Will she be able to push aside his sins and focus on the good in him? Will Jace get what he's never had? A woman who wants him despite what he's done. Or will living in sin cost him what he never knew he wanted?
A jaw-dropping story of how a girl from the suburbs ends up in a prince's harem, and emerges from the secret Xanadu both richer and wiser At eighteen, Jillian Lauren was an NYU theater school dropout with a tip about an upcoming audition. The "casting director" told her that a rich businessman in Singapore
would pay pretty American girls $20,000 if they stayed for two weeks to spice up his parties. Soon, Jillian was on a plane to Borneo, where she would spend the next eighteen months in the harem of Prince Jefri Bolkiah, youngest brother of the Sultan of Brunei, leaving behind her gritty East Village apartment
for a palace with rugs laced with gold and trading her band of artist friends for a coterie of backstabbing beauties. More than just a sexy read set in an exotic land, Some Girls is also the story of how a rebellious teen found herself-and the courage to meet her birth mother and eventually adopt a baby boy.
As his secret diary extends into his later teen years, the angsty Brit remains “part Holden Caulfield, part . . . Bertie Wooster” and all Adrian (The New York Times). Send my diaries back. I would hate them to fall into unfriendly, possibly commercial hands. I am afraid of blackmail; as you know my diaries are
full of sex and scandal. What’s happening to Adrian Mole? He’s on the cusp of adulthood and burgeoning success as a published poet. But . . . he still lives at home, refuses to part with his threadbare stuffed rabbit, and has lost his job at the library for a shocking act of impudence: He shelved Jane Austen
under “light romance.” Even worse, someone named Sue Townsend stole his diaries and published them under her own name. Of course they were bestsellers. The “brilliant comic creation” returns, sharing his poetry (award-winning!), travel journals (he’s going places), musings on lost love (more of an
obsession), and some major news (he’s writing a novel!) (The Times). But not all the confessions are his alone. We also hear from that notorious pilferer Townsend, who, after receiving a suspended prison sentence, now lives in shame in a bleak moorland cottage. Don’t tell Adrian, but the New York Times
Book Review still insists that it’s she who “is a national treasure.” From “one of Britain’s most celebrated comic writers” (The Guardian) comes the inventive new novel in the “perceptive and funny” (The New York Times) series that has sold more than twenty million copies worldwide, was adapted for
television and staged as a musical, and is nothing less than “a phenomenon” (The Washington Post).
Beyond the Gaze
Belle de Jour
The Intimate Adventures Of A London Call Girl
In Cold Blood
Rent Boy: Inspired by True Events from Just Another Aussie Guy
Confessions of a Good Christian Girl
Having left behind the sauna where she was top girl, Miss S moves to London to start work as a stripper. But after one of the other dancers burns her in the back with a cigarette, she decides to try her hand at something new. It's in an escort agency that Miss S finds her true vocation, and where she encounters a colourful cavalcade of clients, including Mr Fingers and Mr Slimeball, to name just two. Packed with yet more eye-opening and true stories of what really
goes on behind the scenes in the sex industry, including fetish clubs and swinging parties, Extra Confessions of a Working Girl is another addictive read written by one honest, feisty and fiercely independent lady.
Now the subject of the hit documentary Scotty and the Secret History of Hollywood, praised by Vanity Fair as “full of revelations” and Entertainment Weekly as “deliciously salacious,” Full Service is the remarkable true story of Scotty Bowers, the “gentleman hustler,” during the heyday of classic Hollywood. Newly discharged from the Marines after World War II, Bowers arrived in Hollywood in 1946. Young, charismatic, and strikingly handsome, he quickly
caught the eye of many of the town’s stars and starlets. He began sleeping with some himself, and connecting others with his coterie of young, attractive, and sexually free-spirited friends. His own lovers included Edith Piaf, Spencer Tracy, Vivien Leigh, Cary Grant, and the abdicated King of England Edward VIII, and he arranged tricks or otherwise crossed paths with Tennessee Williams, Charles Laughton, Vincent Price, Katharine Hepburn, Rita Hayworth, Errol
Flynn, Gloria Swanson, Noël Coward, Mae West, James Dean, Rock Hudson and J. Edgar Hoover, to name but a few. Full Service is not only a fascinating chronicle of Hollywood’s sexual underground, but also exposes the hypocrisy of the major studios, who used actors to propagate a myth of a conformist, sexually innocent America knowing full well that their stars’ personal lives differed dramatically from this family-friendly mold. As revelation-filled as
Hollywood Babylon, Full Service provides a lost chapter in the history of the sexual revolution and is a testament to a man who provided sex, support, and affection to countless people.
This book takes readers behind the screen to uncover how digital technologies have affected the UK sex industry. The authors use extensive new datasets to explore the working practices, safety and regulation of the sex industry, for female, male and trans sex workers primarily working in the UK. Insights are given as to how sex workers use the internet in their everyday working lives, appropriating social media, private online spaces and marketing strategies to
manage their profiles, businesses and careers. Internet Sex Work also explores safety strategies in response to new forms of crimes experienced by sex workers, as well as policing responses. The book will be of interest to students and scholars across a range of social science disciplines, including gender studies, socio-legal studies, criminology and sociology.
Selected by the Modern Library as one of the 100 best nonfiction books of all time From the Modern Library’s new set of beautifully repackaged hardcover classics by Truman Capote—also available are Breakfast at Tiffany’s and Other Voices, Other Rooms (in one volume), Portraits and Observations, and The Complete Stories Truman Capote’s masterpiece, In Cold Blood, created a sensation when it was first published, serially, in The New Yorker in 1965. The
intensively researched, atmospheric narrative of the lives of the Clutter family of Holcomb, Kansas, and of the two men, Richard Eugene Hickock and Perry Edward Smith, who brutally killed them on the night of November 15, 1959, is the seminal work of the “new journalism.” Perry Smith is one of the great dark characters of American literature, full of contradictory emotions. “I thought he was a very nice gentleman,” he says of Herb Clutter. “Soft-spoken. I
thought so right up to the moment I cut his throat.” Told in chapters that alternate between the Clutter household and the approach of Smith and Hickock in their black Chevrolet, then between the investigation of the case and the killers’ flight, Capote’s account is so detailed that the reader comes to feel almost like a participant in the events.
My Adventures in Hollywood and the Secret Sex Lives of the Stars
The Queen's Regulations and Orders for the Army
My Rise And Fall As Natalia, New York's #1 Escort
A Confession
True Confessions
Confessions of a D.C. Madam

High-profile escort, journalist, author, mum and sex-industry pioneer. A woman who prides herself on staying true and being empowered - even mentoring other women - yet who, when it comes to her own life, had become a dishevelled bloody mess. We left Samantha X confused at
the end of HOOKED - should she stay escorting or hang up her high heels? In this fascinating, compelling sequel we see Samantha grow in to her new role as boss of her escort agency Samantha X Angels, how she deals with the girls, falling in love with Mr Big (while still
managing to sneak in a few clients) ... and much, much more! BACK ON TOP is fast-paced and occasionally outrageous, told with the flair readers loved in HOOKED. Samantha X does not hold back when it comes men, love, sex - and getting herself back on top.
In Whatever She Wants, Andrew Rosetta lifts the lid on the mysterious, sexy and little-known world of the male escort. As one of the most sought-after escorts in London, Andrew's clients are many and varied: from a gangster's wife in search of a little fun to a worldfamous pop star requiring the utmost discretion, all of them are looking for different things. His personal life, meanwhile, is just as turbulent - from a girlfriend who discovers his secret to a client who turns against him and threatens to reveal all. Smart, erotic and
eye-opening, Whatever She Wants reveals exactly what type of woman is willing to part with her money in search of sex, and what type of man is willing to provide it...
In this sexy, darkly funny, and suprisingly poignant memoir, famed New York call girl Natalie "Natalie" Mclennan tells her full story for the first time. A cautionary tale about a bright, confident young woman who sells her future for easy money and glamour, The Price
takes readers inside the world of the twenty-five-year-old-girl "New York" magazine labeled "The $2,000-An-Hour Hooker."
Being a call girl isn't really about the money and the sex - it's about the excitement and the experiences... A high-class call girl in New York City at 21, the mistress of a much older sugar daddy at 24, and later working in a legal brothel in Nevada, Dimitra has a tale
to tell about the sex trade. In "Secret Confessions of a High-Priced Call Girl" she draws back the sheets to reveal the whole story. Written in her witty style and coupled with some very explicit entries, Dimitra portrays her estranged family, her drug use, and her
adventures with men. Part autobiography, part erotic fiction, "Secret Confessions of a High-Priced Call Girl" is also a self-empowering, astute look at the oldest profession in the world.... Review (Hustler Magazine): Dimitra became the Happy Hooker of the 1990s. Now she
shares some of her juiciest anectodes in a tell-all book that promises to be a bestseller, if not a celluloid shocker...
Adult Erotica True Stories
Whore of New York
Extra Confessions of a Working Girl
True Confessions in the Key of Eros
Callgirl
Confessions of a High-Class Escort - from the author of the bestselling HOOKED
A FRANK, FUNNY, EXPLICIT, AND INSPIRING MEMOIR ABOUT HOW DANCING NAKED IN GAY CLUBS IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL HELPED A COLLEGE PROFESSOR DISCOVER HIS TRUE SELF. I felt that I'd made a transformation as surely as Superman slipping out of a phone booth or Wonder Woman doing a sunburst spin. I was bare-ass in a room of
paying strangers, a stripper. After years of wondering what it would be like, I had done it -- faced a fear, defied expectation, embraced a taboo self. It was only the beginning.... All I Could Bare is the story of a mild-mannered graduate student who "took the road less clothed" -- a decision that was life changing. Seymour embarked on his journey in the 1990s, when
Washington, D.C.'s gay club scene was notoriously no-holds-barred, all the while trying to keep his newfound vocation a secret from his parents and maintain a relation-ship with his boyfriend, Seth. Along the way he met some unforgettable characters -- the fifty-year-old divorcé who's obsessed with a twenty-one-year-old dancer, the celebrated drag diva who hailed
from a small town in rural Virginia, and the many straight guys who were "gay for pay." Seymour gives us both the highs (money, adoration, camaraderie) and the lows (an ill-fated attempt at prostitution, a humiliating porn audition). Ultimately coming clean about his secret identity, Seymour breaks through taboos and makes his way from booty-baring stripper to
Ph.D.-bearing academic, taking a detour into celebrity journalism and memorably crossing paths with Janet Jackson, Mariah Carey, and Mary J. Blige along the way. Hilarious, insight-ful, and touching, All I Could Bare proves that sometimes the "wrong decision" can lead to the right place.
This scorching hot standalone includes a FREE bonus book download just for you! Link in the back. "Funny, romantic and full of fiery chemistry ... This was amazing!" -Bookgasms Book Blog I’m the guy you call when you need to impress your overbearing family, your boss, or your ex. Yeah, I’m a male escort, but not just any escort, I’m the escort. The one with a milelong waiting list and a pristine reputation that’s very well-deserved. I’m the guy who’ll make you feel beautiful, desired, and worshipped . . . all for a steep price. I’m hired to make you shine, and I always deliver. I’ll be whatever you want me to be for one night—except my true self. This is just a job, a role I play to earn a paycheck. But I’m not the guy who falls for a
client. Not once in six years. And then I meet Elle. Her friend has hired me to escort her to a wedding, but Elle doesn’t know we’re just pretending. There’s a fire between us I never expected. A connection I haven’t felt in so long. One kiss, and I’m losing all control. But what will happen when she finds out who I really am?
Liara Roux is accustomed to being mislabelled and misunderstood. As a child, LiaraÕs inquisitive, instinctive, and rebellious nature was frequently problematised in a world designed around the requirements of their neurotypical, cis, heterosexual male colleagues. Coming of age in an oppressively restrictive home, they shuffled tarot and explored self portraiture to
rationalise the injustice of chronic pain, toxic lovers, and the cruel silence of divinity. Critiquing capitalismÕs mechanisms of exploitation, the conservatism of Western medicine, and the politics surrounding sex work, Whore of New York: Confessions of a Sinful Woman is a candid study of artistic awakening, and both spiritual and sexual growth after abuse, seen through
the eyes of a proud outsider.
A behind-the-scenes account of the world of high-class escorts, told from the perspective of a call girl who pursued a taboo career in London after she was unable to support herself on the proceeds of her impressive education, describes her lucrative relationships with a range of wealthy clients. Reprint.
The True Confessions of a London Spy
The True Story of a High Class Escort
True Confessions of a Male Escort
Confessions from an Escort Agency (Rosie Dixon, Book 3)
Internet Sex Work
General orders by His Royal Highness the field marshal commanding-in-chief
You already know the women you'll meet in this book. They may sit beside you in the pew . . . or join you at small group . . . or touch your heart from a speaker's podium. They have all been saved. They all love the Lord. And yet . . . One struggles with sucidal despair Another is involved
with adultery, pornography, or a same-sex attraction Another endures regular beatings – or worse – by someone who claims to love her Another is divorced . . . or thinking about it This one drinks secretly or "doctor shops" for pain pills That one wrestles with depression or bipolar disorder
And many others feel they can never be thin enough, beautiful enough, successful enough . . . or Christian enough to be loved or accepted They're all good Christian girls who have been broken by sin – their own and others. They all needed the honest, life-giving truth at the heart of this
book. Do you? Tammy Maltby addresses issues that aren't discussed much in church circles – private sins that she and other women have battled.
This book is definitely making people talk. The controversial memoirs of a male escort in London is becoming the next stop for the Fifty Shades of Grey readers. A book that is attracting the curiosity of readers of all ages and all kinds of sexual preferences. Have you ever spanked a Rabbi?
Walked into a 5 star hotel with a briefcase full of sex toys? Perhaps bedded a Royal Prince? "First Floor, Room 16" is the hilarious and detailed confessions of a male escort working in London. The book follows the exploits of Pedro the escort, the personal life of Pablo and how these two live
side by side as one person. Pedro brings the money and Pablo spends it and makes decisions. Pedro is a dominant rough top in bed and Pablo is a submissive naughty bottom. Pablo influences Pedro's sexual activities by adding new techniques, styles or sexual games that he learnt with his lovers,
and Pedro uses them with his clients. Pablo is very organised, creative and charming so Pedro absorbs these qualities and uses them in his work. Pedro takes us on adventures through posh hotels and trips with Royals, with twists and turns that find him in some bizarre situations, moments of
danger and in far corners of the world. Pablo on the other hand takes us on a journey of self-discovery; learning about love and relationships, financial management and how to have a life separate to the escorting world. Through entertaining anecdotes and vivid description, the pair teach us
about the dos and don'ts of the industry and also of life itself, while breaking the modern day stereotypes of the escorting industry and of those who work in it. YOUR REVIEWS ARE VERY IMPORTANT. THANKS MAXIMO KOVAK
The bestselling and infamous diary of a high-class call girl, as seen on the show starring Billie Piper. Belle de Jour is the nom de plume of a high-class call girl working in London. This is her story. From the summer of 2003 to the autumn of 2004 Belle charted her day-to-day adventures on
and off the field in a frank, funny and award-winning web diary. Now, in her Intimate Adventures, Belle elaborates on those diary entries, revealing (among other things) how she became a working girl, what it feels like to do it for money, and where to buy the best knickers for the job. From
debating the literary merits of Martin Amis with naked clients to smuggling whips into luxury hotels, this is a no-holds barred account of the high-class sex-trade, and an insight into the secret life of an extraordinary woman.
Based on the true story of sex tourism in Eastern Europe, this novel is a raw and honest portrayal of real life from the very heart of the industry. When sex worker Lilian falls for a British guy she can't help but imagine a better life for herself, but the temptation of easy money will
ultimately seal her fate. After finding Lilian's diary, her sister, Vivian, sparks an international man hunt using whatever resource she can and without any help from the authorities in the hope of catching her sister's killer. But to do so Vivian must also face the shocking reality of the
life her sister had led. The trail to discover the truth is often more complicated than it first seems... **This story contains explicit sexual content and graphic language and is only suitable for readers aged 18+**
The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle
The Virgin Hunter
My Life in the Strip Clubs of Gay Washington,
Confessions of a High-Class Escort
Back on Top
The Secrets Women Keep and the Grace That Saves Them

No one said being a spy for the British government would be easy. When Miss Mary Bennet is assigned to London for the Season, extravagant balls and eligible men are the least of her worries. A government messenger has been murdered and suspicion falls on the Radicals, who may be destabilizing the government in order to compel England down the bloody path
of the French Revolution. Working with her fellow spies, Mr. William Stanley and Miss Fanny Cramer, Mary must investigate without raising the suspicions of her family, rescue her friend Miss Georgiana Darcy from a suitor scandal, and solve the mystery before anyone else is harmed̶all without being discovered, lest she be exiled back to the countryside. This is
the perfect job for a woman who exists in the background. Can Mary prove herself, or will this assignment be her last?
Funny, shocking, sometimes sad, this makes gripping reading. The Virgin Hunter is a true story of a respectable, 48 year-old mother who becomes a highly paid escort. The book takes you through many of Anna's secret, highly paid and often hilarious exploits with some of her clients, Fireman Sam, The Golfer, Bernard the Butcher, The Slug and Army Man, to name
but a few. Anna also has several attempts at 'Domming' which are hilarious; a man in pink stockings, a piddling' pool, PVC, and would be slaves-in-training. The book is a highly entertaining insight into Anna's secret world; it is frank and funny, but also in parts, highly thought-provoking. This is an absolute must-read; you will not be able to put it down.
Avi's treasured Newbery Honor Book now in expanded After Words edition!Thirteen-year-old Charlotte Doyle is excited to return home from her school in England to her family in Rhode Island in the summer of 1832. But when the two families she was supposed to travel with mysteriously cancel their trips, Charlotte finds herself the lone passenger on a long sea
voyage with a cruel captain and a mutinous crew. Worse yet, soon after stepping aboard the ship, she becomes enmeshed in a conflict between them! What begins as an eagerly anticipated ocean crossing turns into a harrowing journey, where Charlotte gains a villainous enemy . . . and is put on trial for murder!After Words material includes author Q & A, journal
writing tips, and other activities that bring Charlotte's world to life!
In the fall of 2012, quirky and cat-loving Cleveland librarian Jill Grunenwald got an alarming email from her younger sister: her sister was very concerned with Jill s weight and her overall mental and physical health. Having always struggled with her weight, Jill was currently hitting the scales at more than three hundred pounds. Right then, Jill looked in the mirror
and decided that she needed to make a life-style change, pronto. She enrolled in Weight Watchers and did something else that she̶the girl who avoided gym class like the plague in high school̶never thought she d do; Jill started running. And believe it or not, it wasn t that bad. Actually, it was kind of fun. Three months later, Jill did the previously unthinkable
and ran her very first 5k at the Cleveland Metropolitan Zoo. Battling the infamous hills of the course, Jill conquered her fears and finished̶but in dead last. Yep, the police were reopening the streets behind her. But Jill didn t let that get her down̶because when you run for your health and happiness, your only real competition is yourself. Six years and more
than one hundred pounds lost later, Jill is still running and racing regularly, and she is a proud member of the back of the pack in every race that she has entered. In this newly updated edition Running with a Police Escort, Jill chronicles her racing adventures, proving that being a slow runner takes just as much guts and heart as being an Olympic champion. At
turns heartbreaking and hilarious, Running with a Police Escort is for every runner who has never won a race but still loves the sport.
Tales from the Back of the Pack
First Floor Room 16
Confessions of a Video Vixen
All I Could Bare
Running with a Police Escort
Confessions of an Ivy League Lady of Pleasure
Nice girls come at a price... The CONFESSIONS series, the brilliant sex comedies from the 70s, available for the first time in eBook.
Whatever She WantsTrue Confessions of a Male EscortRandom House
An engrossing and revealing look at the world's oldest profession describes how the author, left destitute and unable to pay the rent after a breakup with a long-term boyfriend, took at job with an escort service, embarking on a three-year stint in the heart of Boston's prostitution subculture. Reprint.35,000 first printing.
Confessions of a Working Girl is the true and intimate diary of Miss S.'s extraordinary first year in a brothel, revealing what goes on behind the secret curtains of sex for hire.
Diary of an Unlikely Call Girl
The Queen's (King's) regulations and orders for the army. [With] Amendments
Little Failure
The Politics of Sex, Lies, and Blackmail
True Confessions of Adrian Albert Mole
The Sex Tourist

This book wrote itself, so to speak. For many years this author had maintained the attitude that the multifarious erotic experiences that are the subject of this book ought to remain in the minds of the participants, to be reawakened, revisited and enjoyed only by them. This instinctive assessment gradually morphed into a realization
that there lies no shame in sharing one's sexual adventures with whoever cares to visit them and / or vicariously participate. The abiding caveat being, of course, to scrupulously maintain the privacy of the individuals who unwittingly share this largesse allowing for the enjoyment of countless third party participants. This book then is
dedicated to those who venture to enjoy the erotic journeys of the senses. Are there those that do not ?
The Price
Confessions of Running an Escort Agency
Boyfriend for Hire
My Life in a Harem
A Memoir
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